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  Today the Executive Director of the world's largest Asperger's oranization, Carley assists
readers in such areas as: - Social interactions - Nurturing passions - Whom to confide in-and how
- Dealing with family and family members - Finding work that fits your strengths and talents
Michael John Carley was identified as having Asperger's Syndrome at thirty-six-when his young
child received the same medical diagnosis. This fascinating reserve reveals his personal
knowledge with the misunderstandings and trauma connected with this condition-and offers
insights into living an independent and productive life.A romantic, engaging, and insightful
guide to dealing with Asperger's-from one of the condition's most passionate advocates.
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 I recommend his publication regularly to those who have somebody on the Spectrum and who
want to give their partner something positive, informative and validating to learn. I could
individually relate to much of what he relates since I am a 66 year-old afflicted with the same.
However, I'd have preferred a reserve written from a stronger survivalist's perspective in that I
could not personally identify with Carley's subtle but persistent "woe can be us" message with a
dash of whine. Believe me, life is hard and I've endured a lot of what Carley describes. It can a
good work of pointing out that living on the Spectrum truly looks different from individual to
individual, and that sweeping generalizations (and sometimes mini generalizations) are often
not super helpful. Probably more focus on coping strategies and psychological helps would have
benefited the reader: e. Parts of it brought me to tears as I noticed so a lot of myself. For all of
us, my husband's diagnosis signaled that both folks would need to come to an improved
understanding and acceptance of ourselves along with each other to keep our relationship
radiant and alive. It got lots of coping suggestions, a few of which suit our situation, and some of
which don't.. so plenty of this book had not been useful to me This book is written for adults
who have recently been identified as having ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder, also known as
Asperger's) or some form of autism. This publication armed us with some good information that
held us from being thrown about by well signifying people. Probably she'll believe this book. I'm
going to make an effort to get my mom to read it; Diagnosis could be a very hard thing.
Alongside that comes your choice that must be made whether to tell, whom to inform and how.)
Not quite It's not poor at all, but will not cover too many important situations. But lots of other
stuff was. I recommend it for anybody who has been diagnosed or who has recently arrive to
believe they have ASD. It also would be good for family who have recently found out someone
has ASD. Has some very cool charts of behaviors and responses. That may work. A lot of this
book deals with the emotional effects of obtaining a diagnosis. I told her about my diagnosis,
but she doesn't trust me or my professional psychologist who specializes in ASD (probably
partly because she most likely has ASD herself). I was diagnosed almost this past year, and since
then, I've read a lot about it, but I did learn some very helpful things from this book. The reserve
discusses reactions of family and friends to learning somebody has ASD, if you haven't informed
someone however and you're worried about how it could go, this publication could help you
with it. Obviously the author was an extremely minor case of Aspergers, had a very loving and
assisting family, very understanding parents, was diagnosed properly early, no associated sexual
issues, etc. Some autism professionals agree with this step, others think Asperger's has enough
of its identity to be individual from autism although they're related. Great role model, support
and interpreter. My diagnosis was a relief, and when I go through this, I had currently disclosed it
to individuals who are important if you ask me, so a lot of this book was not useful to me.(This is
written before DSM-V arrived, which rearranged Asperger's under the blanket term Autism
Spectrum Disorder. I'd have loved to learn about adults with much less favorable circumstances,
never properly diagnosed, suffering of Aspergers very near autism and no supportive family or
parents. This might be very different circumstance from what the writer describes, but an
extremely common one in any case among aspies.It also becomes verbose especially towards
the end with tips about how exactly to achieve self-fulfillment and contentment that could
apply to a person with or without the Aspergers condition. All in all he describes a good way to
deal with the problem that sounds a bit too rosy for many with the problem. Covers the basics
pretty well We ordered this book after my husband was identified as having Asperger's
Syndrome. My hubby isn't the most self-attuned man, therefore this book was really helpful for
me because it gave me an opportunity to "obtain inside" my husband's head. But, in all fairness, I



commend Carley for writing his trip in a personal, warm fashion also to have the ability to keep a
constant theme. Regardless of that, I have successfully retired from three careers: all technical.
I've found since my husband's medical diagnosis that almost all people we come across
(including doctors, incidentally) really have zero clue what Asperger's is, plus they have many
strongly held notions which are less than helpful. It has a wealth of details and quite a bit of
discuss the author's personal life (he has ASD and was diagnosed as a grown-up). The best
advice the publication has is to grab yourself some awesome, qualified professional help.
nurturing maintaining an orderly environment that can function as an Asperger's exoskeleton if
you will. First person perspective iOS helpful. Changed My Life I then found out that I had
aspergers at age 57 and it was rough. I always understood that I was different and acquired
trouble fitting in. I have very bad sensory issues aswell. I had currently read a few books about
adults living on the spectrum. This book changed my life is the greatest way to say it. It is so
comprehensive and well crafted.g. The chapter on happiness is an excellent last chapter. At one
point he says:"Others wrote joy as the pleasure one feels when diagnosis appears like a knight
in shining armor to ruin all prior confusions and feelings of blame----the whole notion of coming
to terms with who you are as opposed to who you are not"The knight is shining armor turns out
to be MJC himself. Many thanks Michael Recommend Gives plenty of suggestions and
recommendations for managing Autism. Disclose your medical diagnosis and then hand them
this book? This book was a good starting place. Four Stars Good book Five Stars Helpful to all,
including non-clinicians. .. Worth buying if you are starting this journey of self-discovery and
forgiveness. just what I expected nonetheless it did give the right insights. It was nearly what I
expected nonetheless it did give the right insights. 'Asperger's' continues to be a usable term for
the disorder. Michael is an excellent part model and support for folks on the Spectrum, and a
sort and individual interpreter for those who are seeking to comprehend those on the
Spectrum.Of Aspergers and Victims Carley's book offers a decent consider the totality of what it
means to be afflicted with this disorder. Five Stars loved it Five Stars Insightful book!
Perspective matters Excellent and beneficial from an internal perspective by an Aspergers
person - that is especially helpful since so many books are observational. Aspergers IS different
if you're on the inside looking out.
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